What Are They Thinking?
Student Poll Ideas

Here are some “student polling” ideas to include in your yearbook. They can also be used to replace activities that get cancelled.

If I could learn virtually from anywhere, it would be....
The funniest outfit I wore when doing virtual learning is...
The hardest part about virtual learning is...
The best part about virtual learning is...
If my pet could talk, here’s what they would say about my Zoom calls...
If I could design my own mask, it would be...
If I made up a song about virtual learning, the title would be...
PE looks like this for me...
My favorite snack while I learn online is...

For PE my mom has me run up and down the stairs at our apartment building.
I actually miss school lunches.
I like getting to do art projects with my dad.
Mrs. Smith is funny on Zoom.
I want to make a mask that looks like mermaid scales.
Not getting up early is the best!
Mr. Jackson wears a different funny hat every week for virtual class. He makes us laugh!
My school nurse does virtual field trips of her farm. It's cool!
I got to teach my grandma how to use Zoom. It was funny!
I LOVE wearing my pajamas to class every day!
The best part of virtual learning is I can spend more time with my pet Golden Retriever Rusty.
The hardest part of virtual learning is when my cat walks on my keyboard during class.